
     START FESTILAKENSFRIDAY, JULY 30

10 am - 12 pm
EXCEPTIONALLY CREATIVE 4+ / ZEP ZONE
CAMPER BUDDY – Are you here at the campsite in a 
camper? Then you know exactly what this big bus looks 
like inside and out. This afternoon we'll present a new 
concept about music and creativity, and we need you to 
help us design the coolest camper ever. Help us out?

2 pm - 4 pm
EXCEPTIONALLY FESTIVE COSTUME PARTY 4+ / 
OUTDOOR PLAYGROUND
HOW FAST ARE YOU? – At many festivals you can wear 
costumes and be an astronaut, a cowboy or cowgirl, a 
princess, a dragon or even a minion. We have all kinds of 
costumes for you. In this game clothes are flying around, 
and other Zeppers may have a chance of getting a hold of 
your colourful clothes. Want to play this crazy game? Make 
sure you're here on time, otherwise the box with costumes 
might already be empty!

5 pm - 5.30 pm
DANCE BATTLE WITH ZEP 2+ / OUTDOOR STAGE
POP UP DANCE BATTLE ZEP – What adventures did you 
have today? Zep Seagull has landed on the outdoor stage 
again, and this bold seagull king likes to tell you all about 
the things he has seen from the air. But he does more than 
talking, he also challenges you do a dance battle, and 
afterwards he stays on the ground a little longer for a few 
hugs and a high five!

7 pm - 9 pm
EXCEPTIONALLY EDUCATIONAL (ALL AGES) / WE GATHER 
AT THE ZEP ZONE
WANTED: PIZZA BAKERS – This is Festilakens, so hello 
pizza bakers and hello tasty food! The Zep Zone has been 
transformed into a pizza kitchen, and the Recreation 
Buddies are looking for bakers to join them and bake 
mouth-watering pizzas. You can take a slice to your tent or 
caravan, but make sure you eat AND enjoy it yourself, too!

SATURDAY, JULY 31

10 am - 12 pm
EXCEPTIONALLY CREATIVE 4+ / ZEP ZONE
ARTY CARTON TENT – During a multi-day festival you 
certainly need a pimped carton tent. Yes, we know, you're 
staying at our campsite, so you probably have a tent, but 
our carton tent is very special. But at the moment it's still 
boringly brown. The Recreation Buddies could use a hand 
with painting it in the most amazing colours. Lend us your 
hand?

2 pm - 3 pm
EXCEPTIONALLY EDUCATIONAL 4+ / ENTIRE CAMPSITE
POP UP STORY PARADE – This afternoon the Recreation 
Buddies will be riding their very Dutch cargo bike through 
the campsite and stop at several locations to read a story. 
If they pass you by or pop up somewhere, be sure to sit 
down and listen to their spellbinding stories!

5 pm - 5.30 pm
DANCE BATTLE WITH ZEP 2+ / OUTDOOR STAGE
POP UP DANCE BATTLE ZEP – What adventures did you 
have today? Zep Seagull has landed on the outdoor stage 
again, and this bold seagull king likes to tell you all about 
the things he has seen from the air. But he does more than 
talking, he also challenges you do a dance battle, and 
afterwards he stays on the ground a little longer for a few 
hugs and a high five!

7.30 pm – 10 pm
EXCEPTIONALLY ASTOUNDING (ALL AGES) / ENTIRE 
CAMPSITE
PARTY BOAT – This is an eye catcher that's hard to miss, 
and it's on land right now, perfect for us. 3 channels, 
various music styles and suited for everybody from 4 to 
100 years. We bet you haven't seen something like this for 
a very long time. It's going to be a smashing beach party!

BUILDING LAB (BOUWLAB) – The creative shack in 
the Zepzone and during holidays open from 1 pm to 
4 pm every day. From building kits to rental games, 
the Recreation Buddies are there for you. You can 
also get all great things Zep here, everything from a 
cool hat to a cuddly stuffed animal. Do you have any 
questions about an item or the possibilities? No 
problem: the Recreation Buddies know all items like 
the back of their hands. You can also email them at 
recreatie@campingdelakens.nl

ZEP'S GIFTDAY PARTY – Celebrate your birthday at 
Camping De Lakens and ask Zep  to join the party. 
Zep will bring GIFTS and a tasty Zep birthday cake. 
More information on our website; you can also email 
us at recreatie@campingdelakens.nl 

MONDAY, AUGUST 2

10 am - 12 pm
EXCEPTIONALLY CREATIVE 4+ / ZEP ZONE
T-SHIRT PRINTING – Wouldn't it be cool to wear 
your very own t-shirt during the Festilakens, a t-shirt 
that you designed yourself? Yes, of course it would! 
We have this amazing machine that can print 
t-shirts, and we bet you want to give it a spin. The 
party team will help you with designing the print, 
then you choose the colour of your t-shirt, and the 
printing machine does the rest. We can't wait to see 
you wear your 'self-made' t-shirt!

2 pm - 4 pm
EXCEPTIONALLY EDUCATIVE 6+ / ZEP ZONE
OUTDOOR XXL GAMES – Twister, space hoppers, 
Memory, chess, can you decide what you want to 
play? There must be a game you like just a tad more 
than the rest. The Recreation Buddies already tested 
all of them and want to show off their game skills. 
Do you let them or do you challenge them?

5 pm - 5.30 pm
DANCE BATTLE WITH ZEP 2+ / OUTDOOR STAGE
POP UP DANCE BATTLE ZEP – What adventures did 
you have today? Zep Seagull has landed on the 
outdoor stage again, and this bold seagull king likes 
to tell you all about the things he has seen from the 
air. But he does more than talking, he also 
challenges you do a dance battle, and afterwards 
he stays on the ground a little longer for a few hugs 
and a high five!

7 pm - 9 pm
A NIGHT OF FAIRY TALES 4+ / WE GATHER AT THE 
OUTDOOR STAGE
COLOURFUL TROLLS ARE EXPLORING THE 
CAMPSITE – All trolls report to the meeting area! 
During this exceptionally magical night the very 
unpredictable storyteller King Gristel and his trolls 
put a spell on the kids. Join our story hunt, meet the 
always cheerful Poppy and dance in silence to 
music by DJ Suki. Cooper is going to tell you all 
about the animals that live at the campsite, Mandy 
Glitterdust sings shells right out of the sea and 
Biggie and Mr. Dingles are looking for a magical 
word. Come join us and discover what lies waiting at 
the end of the rainbow. Could it be a present for 
you?

SUNDAY, AUGUST 1

10 am - 12 pm
EXCEPTIONALLY CREATIVE 4+ / ZEP ZONE
COCO LOCO – Shake, baby, shake (kids' cocktails, 
not what you're thinking of...). This is a very very cool 
workshop filled with amazing colours and tastes. 
Taught by a shake professional you'll learn how to 
mix the ingredients for your very own kids' cocktail. 
The COCO LOCO Shakers will bring flasks that you 
can take home afterwards and use for other 
activities such as sports. Are you going to shake this 
workshop with us?
 
2 pm - 3 pm
GO LOCO 6+ / OUTDOOR PLAYGROUND
SENSES? WHAT SENSES? – Yes, you have them, too. 
The game consists of six parts, the six senses: taste, 
smell, vision, hearing, touch, and intuition. Will you 
dare to open the box of the senses? As soon as you 
complete one task, we'll move on to the next sense.

5 pm - 5.30 pm
DANCE BATTLE WITH ZEP 2+ / OUTDOOR STAGE
POP UP DANCE BATTLE ZEP – What adventures did 
you have today? Zep Seagull has landed on the 
outdoor stage again, and this bold seagull king likes 
to tell you all about the things he has seen from the 
air. But he does more than talking, he also 
challenges you do a dance battle, and afterwards 
he stays on the ground a little longer for a few hugs 
and a high five!

7.30 pm – 8.30 pm
EXCEPTIONAL MUSIC AND FUN (ALL AGES) / WE 
GATHER AT THE OUTDOOR STAGE
COLOURFUL CIQULE – A festive bicycle act that you 
don't want to miss. These 'bikers' are going to ride 
their bikes in a parade across the entire campsite. 
They are hard to miss because not only do they 
wear colourful outfits and bring great music with 
them, they also have these awesome bikes you 
don't see every day. Prepare to be amazed tonight!

TUESDAY, AUGUST 3

10 am - 12 pm
EXCEPTIONALLY ACTIVE 4+ / ZEP ZONE
BREAKDANCING – Do you fancy TIKTOK 
and do you show your best moves to the 
world every day? Then you have to come 
because these activities can improve your 
dancing skills. The dance mats are already 
on the ground, and the best breakdancer in 
the Netherlands can't wait to teach you the 
tricks of his trade. You should wear the right 
outfit so you can move around easily. Come 
on dancing to the Zep Zone.

2 pm - 4 pm
EXCEPTIONALLY CREATIVE 4+ / ZEP ZONE
CREATING A FESTIVAL FLAG – You probably 
thought we forgot about this, but, of course, 
we didn't. There isn't going to be a festival 
without your own flag. We've prepared big 
rolls of cloth, colouring pens and paint for 
you. Let's go, this will be an absolutely 
flagtastic creation!

5 pm - 5.30 pm
DANCE BATTLE WITH ZEP 2+ / OUTDOOR 
STAGE
POP UP DANCE BATTLE ZEP – What 
adventures did you have today? Zep Seagull 
has landed on the outdoor stage again, and 
this bold seagull king likes to tell you all 
about the things he has seen from the air. But 
he does more than talking, he also 
challenges you do a dance battle, and 
afterwards he stays on the ground a little 
longer for a few hugs and a high five!

7 pm - 9 pm
EXCEPTIONALLY ACTIVE 6+ / ZEP ZONE
INTERACTIVE DANCE FLOOR – This morning 
you practiced your moves, now it's time to 
show them off on this dance floor 
illuminated by LED lights. The Recreation 
Buddies practiced as well, so we're very 
curious to find out who has the best moves. 
Don't hesitate to ask the DJ for your special 
song or dance track. Grab your dancing 
shoes and meet us at the Zep Zone!

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 4 * HIGHLIGHT *

11 am - 6 pm
EXCEPTIONAL ONE-DAY FESTIVAL (ALL AGES) /ENTIRE CAMPSITE
STICHTING JARIGE JOB (BIRTHDAY WISH FOUNDATION) – The campsite has been 
transformed into a pop-up playground, and you just might run into an epic inflatable obstacle 
course, a race route or a large as life bouncy castle. Today it's all about Stichting Jarige Job. 
The entire campsite boasts awesome activities, all linked to this great cause. The Recreation 
Buddies have outdone themselves, and you'll love the diverse programme. à You can get your 
activities card at the Zep Zone and ask any questions you might have about today and the 
foundation!

      Exceptional Parties
 That Will (Be)Dazzle You!

THURSDAY, AUGUST 5

10 am - 12 pm
EXCEPTIONALLY ACTIVE 4+ / ZEP ZONE
PIMP YOUR BEACH BALL – Going to the 
beach is a lot more fun with a beach ball that 
you pimped yourself. If you go to a festival 
or beach party, a whole host of brightly 
coloured beach balls is even better. Doesn't it 
make you smile? Today you can score your 
very own beach ball, and this afternoon at 
the party you just might share it with others. 

5 pm - 9 pm
EXCEPTIONAL FAMILY THINGS (ALL AGES) / 
OUTDOOR STAGE
CAMPER BUDDY – The festival season looks 
a bit different this year, but that doesn't stop 
us from throwing a party with you. This 
season, let yourself be surprised by different 
types of pop-up music, creativity and tasty 
treats. The Recreation Buddies will be there 
to make sure all Zeppers have a great day! 
By the way, you will experience this musical 
adventure with headphones!

Are you going to have fun with the Recreation Buddies?
RECREATION PROGRAM

DO YOU WANT TO SEE 
MORE OF THE 
RECREATION BUDDIES?
SCAN THE QR CODE NOW:


